B@w hitch

Your brand new boat. Your daughter's prized Quarter Horse. An RV turned
home-away-from-home. What you tow matters. What you tow it with does, too. The history of
the Turnoverball Gooseneck Hitch as told by co-creator, Joe Works, and why it's still the best
gooseneck towing option. Learn where your hitch is made, how we got started, and why we're
committed to 'Made in America. Only the closest dealers are listed. For other dealer information,
please call our Sales Office at Skip to main content. What You Tow Your brand new boat.
Gooseneck Towing Featuring the Turnoverball, the 1 selling gooseneck hitch in America. View
Products. About Us Learn where your hitch is made, how we got started, and why we're
committed to 'Made in America. Motorcycle Trailering. Ditch The Straps! Gooseneck Towing.
Fifth Wheel Towing. Bumper Towing. Fifth Wheel. Towing Help Look up your vehicle's tow
rating by hitch type. Gooseneck Towing Help. Fifth Wheel Towing Help. Bumper Towing Help.
Guides and Video Tutorials Not a towing genius? We've got you covered. Customer reviews.
Write a review. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. See All Buying Options. Add to Wish List. This page works best with
JavaScript. Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all
customer reviews for the product. Top positive review. Reviewed in the United States on
October 22, While the 2 parts necessary to utilize this hitch design add more weight then a
traditional 5th wheel hitch, this is the only hitch on the market that when removed leave the
floor of the bed completely usable as there are no permanently mounted bed rails. There are
also other accessories suck as a heavy duty eyelet and even a utility rack that all can be
attached and removed with no above the bed surface hardware. As someone who uses the
actual bed of my truck more often then a hitch, it was important to have a flat bed surface
obscured by the rails necessary with all other hitch designs. You may find cheaper ways to
have a 5th wheel, but you wont find a better way. Top critical review. Reviewed in the United
States on October 23, I have this hitch which so far I have loved for pulling but the unhitch part
has been a pain in the arse the 3 times I have used it there has been no release from my kingpin,
which requires me to remove the pins on the upper carrier assembly and raise it above the base
so it finally releases as I said a big pain. I thought maybe this is just a break-in period and it will
loosen up but after 3 long pulls on a 34 ft rv it still hasn't performed as stated in the
instructions, which even state that this hitch will release even under strained conditions well
mine doesn't I will still say it is a great hitch I think I just got the Monday or Friday made model I
will contact the dealer I purchased from to find out what my options are Sort by. Top reviews
Most recent Top reviews. Filter by. All reviewers Verified purchase only All reviewers. All stars 5
star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star only 1 star only All positive All critical All stars. Text,
image, video Image and video reviews only Text, image, video. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. From the United States. Verified Purchase. Showing 0
comments. There was a problem loading comments right now. We ordered it and as always
Amazon was quick to ship So my husband and grandson put it on We are very pleased with it. It
was the best way to go price wise too. We could use the gooseneck and it saved us money
being able to do it ourselves! It is easy on and easy off. We will be taking it off to put a spray
bedliner on the truck. We would definitly recommend this hitch! We tow a 39 ft. Cedar Creek.
Since I already had the turnoverball installed on the used pickup I purchased. It was a no
brainer to add this hitch for the fifth wheel I intended to purchase. Although a little pricey, it is
well worth the cost. I installed it myself after purchasing the proper torque wrench. Most difficult
decision in installing was the placement of the flanges. I had to guess. Now that I have seen my
5th wheel trailer on the hitch, I'll probably move the flanges back a couple holes more over the
axle. I highly recommend the hitch! Good product. This thing is rock solid. It is a bit heavy, but I
really look forward to our first long trip! I would highly recommend this hitch. This is my second
5th wheel hitch and it is by far the best. I like this hitch better than any I have ever used. Plus
being able to switch to goose neck in minutes is a plus. If you are looking at this, you already
have the gooseneck turnover ball, so it's really a no-brainer. One person found this helpful.
Love it! Now I can hook and unhook our fifth wheel without waiting for my husband to come
home and man-handle the apparatus for me. Easy to install and uninstall. The hitch was here in
3 days! I put it together in the bed of my truck and It seems to be working great. We borrowed
one from my sons Boss last year, but I decided to buy one this year so that we were not
infringing on his use. I Love the way it goes into the truck and is extremely easy to take out a
little heavy. Everything was there with the hitch and it went together is about 30 minutes. Great
Deal. Get fast answers from reviewers. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Need customer service? Click here. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for

shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. This is the third part of a 3-part series of posts on fifth wheel hitches. Of course
there are other options out there, but I find that both of these have cult-like followings. The
Andersen-side of the conversation then comes with naysayers most all who have never used
the hitch. Andersen provided me with a hitch for the purpose of reviewing but especially for this
comparison. So, free vs. Take a quick look and re-read my review on it. Take a moment to give it
a re-read and see what I think of it. Each connected to the gooseneck hitch installed under the
truck bed at least the versions that I used. The Andersen uses the gooseneck ball itself.
Additionally, the Andersen has an adapter that goes on the kingpin that needs to be installed.
They both offer versions that connect to the standard 5th wheel rails. This equals the Andersen.
When you compare the Andersen to the pucks-version of the Companion, the Andersen has a
larger footprint. However as you can see above, when you compare the gooseneck versions, the
footprints are about identical. With my Spartan toy hauler and my Ram long bed, the space
between the lowered tailgate and camper is two inches or less. But, it was definitely something
that became a point that my wife and I had to pay attention to. I posted a long time ago about my
hitching steps. With the limited space between the camper and truck, I like the traditional fifth
wheel in that it physically prevents you from backing too far back. Unless I grossly high hitched
and miss the hitch entirely, the hitch would stop me from backing into my camper. A couple of
things that are important in all of this. The very first hitch up was terrifying and took all of my
trust in my wife that she would keep us from hitting the camper. For getting the ball under the
coupler, you had to be properly far back and properly side to side. It never bound up. It was
easy to hitch, easy to unhitch. I really have zero complaints about it. The Andersen treated me
quite well as well. I did have some quirks during my use. The biggest thing was that I noticed
that it had rotated slightly in the truck bed. It never impacted performance, the truck bed, or the
safety of the product. Of course, it could have been my own bad installation and my fault. Even
pulling 21, lbs. Ride-wise, my wife and I felt like the Companion was more comfortable for us in
the truck cab. Andersen even markets it that you can literally hang it on the wallâ€¦ no kidding. I
never had an issue getting them into or out of the truck bed. However, I did use a furniture dolly
to maneuver it around the driveway and garage. The Companion is a stunning hitch and it
always treated me quite well. The Andersen itself is also an excellent product. I very rarely
remove the hitch from my truck bed. As well as it being a standard fifth wheel connection which
means I can more easily no fussing with the kingpin adapter help friends and they can help me
if such a situation ever occurs. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. LOG IN. Recover your password. Learn To RV. Vantrue X4 Dashcam Review. Clever
Cover for your Tongue Jack. What Can I Tow? How and Why to Monitor Tire Pressure. Roadside
Tire Change â€” being prepared. Battery upgrade to lithium! RV Electrical Service. How Much
Does Fulltiming Cost? All Camping Memberships Destination. Breaking News! New Thousand
Trails Membership Explained. Overnight Parking at Walmarts â€” good or bad idea?
Campground Options for Disney World in Florida. Trip planning apps and websites. Reviews
Product Reviews. Share on Facebook. Andersen Ultimate Fifth Wheel Connection. Hitch Options
for your Fifth Wheel. What are the best tires for your trailer? Stay Connected. A very common
discussion on RV forums is about installing an outlet at home for your camper. The discussion
invariably leads to A while back, I wrote about support poles for your power awning. They had
been made by a couple members of the I started with the cheap yellow plastic wheel chocks that
we bought from Walmart. After crushing these a time or two, we Logo Design by Healey
Studios. RV Electrical Service February 21, Wheel Chocks February 1, Your question might be
answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure
that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content.
FREE delivery: March 1 - 3. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. This fits your.
Customers also viewed these products. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next
page. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There
was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information

Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United
States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. Very happy with hitch. Bolted right up to my 99 Silverado new style hitch is nice and
heavy, sturdy! And very good price. I put it all together and it bolted right up to my truck and fits
perfect. One person found this helpful. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: camper tow hitches. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Longhorn Moto. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. A hitch when you need it Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 1 - 4.
Only 13 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure.
We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Trends Auto. Sold by. About this item
This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These
items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by
Trends Auto. Sold by Angrylife and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. Ships from
and sold by Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page
1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item?
Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who bought this
item also bought. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Got
chrome is great. People who have CM flatbed with welded in gooseneck ball need to do this if
you want more options. Cutting out old ball and Welding this in took 1. By Mark Dozer on
August 14, Images in this review. This product pulls the 5th wheel great - but when you go to
unhook when you get to destination, when you pull the arm back it will not open and release the
5th wheel. But once you have a person sit on bed of truck and hold the release to lift entire hitch
up then it will work - very frustrating - the other BMW hitch we had worked perfectly we loved it this one will not release, but works fine when you set it back up with no weight on it. It was
everything in one package. Including instructions and all hardware. All I had to do is purchase
some flat plate steel and weld time. Well made and works well. Requires a lot of work and
welding but so worth it! Very easy to change from gooseneck to fifth wheel. Quality, American
made hitches you can depend on. F this is the unit. Amazing quality, perfect welds and
machining. Pulled 20k on this thing and no issues. See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. I haven't got a flatbed truck, I bought this kit to weld into a mount that I made for my
truck. It works exactly as it should. It means a lot that a company is able to keep competitive
prices while also sourcing and manufacturing everything in the US. Not a complaint by any
means but I hooked my trailer on for the test drive empty up and down the road, the next day
when I looked in the back of the truck the ball had all sorts of white corrosion where the trailer
had rubbed on it. It just seemed surprising as the Curt ball in my other truck has no marks or
rust at all after hauling the trailer all year. Report abuse. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: flatbed accessories , gooseneck trailer parts , trailer tow , Best Rated in
Towing Gooseneck Hitches , camper tow hitches , trailer kit. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.

Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Easily stow it under the vehicle when you're done towing, so
you never have to knock your shin or shut the garage door on a hitch again. When you're not
towing, just rotate the hitch under your vehicle, lock the pins and your Tow and Stow is stowed
safely away. For one, we insist on American-made steel, like the sheet steel we buy from U.
Steel out of Gary, Indiana or the round bar that becomes the gooseneck ball made at a mill in
Norfolk, Nebraska. Where the strength and flexibility of the steel can mean life or death, we trust
the U. A hitch is only as good as the welds holding it together. We insist on making those welds
under our roof. Both your towing vehicle and your trailer ratings are very important. Instructions
on how to find these ratings are on the next few pages of this book. Skip to main content. You
can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn
more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select
the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 10 hrs and 56 mins
Details. Only 12 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift
receipt for easy returns. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products.
This fits your. Consider this Amazon's Choice product that delivers quickly. Amazon's Choice.
Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped
from and sold by different sellers. Show details. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by
Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Receivers, DAT. Compare with similar items.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you
like to tell us about a lower price? Important information Legal Disclaimer The information
provided is for general informational purposes only. From the manufacturer. What other items
do customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How
are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. First, this is built really well. The fit and finish throughout is perfect. I'm a
product designer and really appreciate the execution. If you are hoping to remove or at least
limit hitch free play, this is not the product. With all the extra pivots, play is quite bad. The
towing experience, particularly at low speed 35mph or under on even mild bumpy roads is kinda
horrible. Lots of sharp tugs a the hitch that is felt through the tow vehicle. At highway speeds,
it's of course better but still, there is a lot of tugging with even moderate adjustments in speed. I
imagine a heavier vehicle and trailer may mitigate for this. Rather than stow it. Rather than stow
it, we just remove it and put it in the trunk when not in use, since it pops right off. The only con
about it is that it clanks around, there is noticeable clearance between parts, and with multiple
pinned parts it causes a bit of clanking that is noticeable when accelerating, braking, or over
bumps. Does anyone know if there are gaskets or shims that can reduce or prevent this? I did a
lot of comparison shopping for a 2" slide in hitch to use with my F truck. With a 1, pound tongue
capacity and a 10, pound total weight capacity, this hitch beat the competitors all around.
Perfect slide in hitch for using with my 14' stock trailer or my flatbed. Adjusting the height of the
hitch to help "level" the trailer tongue for safer, more efficient towing , changing the ball size, or
hiding the hitch away when you don't need it, are all easy to accomplish with the provided
stainless steel pins. This hitch also looks great! I shopped around for this hitch. Plus it arrived
about two days quicker than the advertised delivery time. Great product, great price, great
delivery time! They work great. Fast shipping on this unit. If you have the fancy GMC tailgate it
will hit the hitch even tucked away. I found out the hard way. Thank you. This hitch is exactly
what I wanted. It ticks away nicely and is well made. I pulled about lbs and the hitch wasn't even
stressed. I recommend this product! Images in this review. Nothing, absolutely nothing beats
these. American made. You can buy as many as you please of aluminum version but they will
never beat these. Packaging is amazing, we'll protected and surrounded for shipping. This is
our 3rd one we have two 3" drops and one 7"drop and they all do their job no questions.

Tip:don't forget to use your grease. One may ask How can you make a trailer hitch stand apart?
What makes one better than the other? Well the care this hitch was packed with was obvious
and the customer service and company history make this hitch stand apart from the others.
Happy to support an American owned company that stands by their products. Happy it was
made here in the USA. Wish it did, but still, product is well made. Here's to adventures with our
trailers! See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English.
Bought this because I would be towing well over the typical 5k capacity hitch. Made in USA and
there is an obvious pride in workmanship that goes with that. Lots of adjustability and the
feature of being able to tuck the ball part of the hitch up under the bumper. Great for use in
Alberta where the police issue bogus tickets for leaving the hitch in while not towing. Report
abuse. Report abuse Translate review to English. Pages with related products. See and discover
other items: camper door p
200 hyundai sonata
circuit panel diagram
opgi chevy impala
arts , trailer hitches , trailer tow , trailer hitch , camper tow hitches , Best balls for truck. There's
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